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  There are important instructions on safety and usage in the User Manual. You must read it entirely and carefully before your first ride.
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7: Removable Battery

8:Two Charging Methods
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Hexagon Wrench(3mm, 5mm)        Key for battery(1)

X3 electric scooter package includes the following parts in the box.
Please check it after unboxing. And we recommend keeping the
original packaging for 30 days at least.

User Manual (1)      Replaceable Inner Tube (2)

Charger (1)

Any lack or loss, please do not feel hesitate to contact our email at help @ gyroor.com

X3 Electric Scooter

Scan GYROOR Instagram QR code

                                  to more informations.

Screws(4+2 replacement)

e-Scooter 1

  Throttle

Stem tube

Folding mechanism

Front fender

Rear fender

Rubber pad

Kickstand

Front wheel drum brake

Rear pneumatic tire

Folding hook

Cup holder

Turn light

Brake lever

Headlight
Control panel

Bell Turning controller

Twin shock absorber

Front pneumatic tire

Deck

Rear wheel motor
Charging port
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1.Install the fender

(1) Unscrew the 4 screws of
the front fork

(2) Straighten the fender 
head up, align the hole

(3) Tighten the 4 screws

fixing piece

screw

(4) Take out the screws & fixing
pieces on both sides

2.Install the front wheel

(5) Place the drum brake on the
right side, align with the hole,
and clamp down firmly

(6) Observe whether the
front wheel is aligned

(7) Align the fixing piece
with the hole and fix it

(8) Use tools to tighten the
screws on both sides

3.Fixed brake line

(9) Take out the parts in the
order indicated in the picture

(10) Pass the brake cable
through the gap and fix it

(11) Tighten the screw
fixing the brake cable
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Turn on/off

Switch speed

Switch speed unit

Cruise mode on/off

Zero start on/off

LED lighting on/off

Switch TRIP/ODO

Left/right turn signals

Power Button

Light Button

Press 2-3s

One click

Double click 

Triple click

Four click

One click

Double click

Press left/right
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4.Install the head

（12）Route the brake cable
through the spring and sleeve

（13）Tighten the brake nut （14）Adjust the tightness of the
brake by adjusting the tightness
of the nut

（15）Find the grooves inside the
control wires, align and connect
them

（16）Align the head with the
steering rod and insert

（17）Tighten the 4 screws
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Android QR Code

IOS QR Code

4.APP Functions

0190
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    1.Download GYROOR app

3.Pair with Gyroor X3 scooter

checkbox 
"Read 
and 
agree on 
Privacy 
Policy".

Open the GYROOR app, and choose the checkbox "Read and agree on Privacy Policy".

After pair with the scooter, you can operate the scooter with your GYROOR app.
1.About the main page
In the center of the page you can see the current speed and remaining battery power.
Bluetooth: connect/disconnect device.
Lock: open it and the scooter will be difficult to remove in case it gets wheeled away.
Light: turn on/turn off the head light.
Model: click it to choose between 1 mode (ECO), 2 mode (Slow), and 3 mode (Sports).
ECO mode,the limited speed is 12Mph;Slow mode,the limited speed is 16Mph; 
Sports mode,the limited speed is 20Mph.

Cruise Control: click it to turn on, and the scooter will automatically turn on the cruise control 
system after maintaining the same speed for 6s. After this, you can press the throttle to release.
2. About the Setting page
Click it to enter into the subpage. In the subpage.the following functions are ready.
(1)Cruise control; (2)Riding mode; (3)Lighting control; (4)Atmosphere lamp; (5)Metric or 
Imperia;
(6)Boot mode; (7)Language; (8)Advanced settings; (9)Firmware update.
PS:Click“advanced settings”, drag the progress bar to set "Accelerator Response" & "Brake 
Response", and you can also adjust the speed limit.
3. About the Details page
In the subpage.the following information are ready.
(1)Battery; (2)Speed; (3)Voltage; (4)Current; (5)Input power; (6)Motor Temp; 

(7)Controller temperature; (8)Distance; (9)Total Mileage; (10)APP vrsion.

2.Register an account
Open the GYROOR app,click "my" button on the bottom right corner,then click "register" button.Use your email and other
informations to register an account.Please remember choose your country and choose the checkbox "Read and agree Privacy
Policy". Finally,click the "REGISTER" button.You will receive a validation letter in your register email.Please click the validation
letter,it will jumps to the web gyroorboard.com automatically.You will see "Your email address is verified",it means register
successfully.

Please search GYROOR from APPLE App Store or GOOGLE Play,download GYROOR app to your smart phone.
Or you can download GYROOR app by scan the QR cord.

(1)Open your smart phone bluetooth(Click the settings button on the right side of the main page to switch languages) 

(2)Login in your GYROOR app account.

(3)Power on your Gyroor X3 electric scooter.Cell phone and scooter must be within 10 meters of each other.

(4)Click the left bottom button on your GYROOR app home page.

(5)Slide product thumbnails or check from the pull-down list to choose the Gyroor X3 electric scooter.

(6)Click the "connecting device" to pair with the scooter.
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Open the charging cover and 
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1.Cruise Mode

2.Zero Start
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DO NOT ride the scooter in the rain 

DO NOT rotate the handle 
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DO NOT ride the scooter with 
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1 2 3

DO NOT trample the rear 
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Note: 
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  X3
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Maintenance of scooter battery pack

14 Daily Maintenance

2A
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16 17 Contact US




